
  



  

How the corrupt government of an impoverished country 
gave a quarter of the national budget to an oligarch's 
offshore bank and co-conspired with the EBRD and 

Eurostat to cover-up the loss and blame the economic 
and demographic collapse on Sweden

Parex Bank – largest bank in Latvia, speciality non-
resident deposits from former Soviet countries, recruited 
me as Western rep

EBRD – development bank funded by 64 countries, HQ 
in London, 3000 employees

Eurostat – EC directorate, integrity of statistics, HQ in 
Luxembourg



  

Latvia, supporting NATO? Or, the 
KGB?

?



  

Latvian Proxy Network – billions disappear: Magnitsky 
(Russia), Yanukovich (Ukraine), Shor (Moldova) 

● Latvian politicians talk non-stop about how they are on the side of NATO in opposition to the 
Putin Regime

● However, Latvia hosts a circle of banks specialized in non-resident shell-company deposits from 
former Soviet countries

● These banks, and linked insurance companies and company formation agents, are the “Latvian 
Proxy Network” rumored to be the offspring of the KGB

● Kicked off in mid-1990's by KGB men Grigory Loutchansky and Victor Chernomyrdin

● Billions of euros flow through thousands of shell-company accounts annually, with major 
corruption scandals discovered regularly

● And, now and then, the assets disappear from one of these banks and the deposits move to the 
other banks with taxpayers taking the loss

● Latvia spends 250 mln euros per year on defense, that is for NATO

● Latvia donated 2 bln euros bailing out the Latvian Proxy Network, that was for the KGB

● Actions speak louder than words – which side do you think Latvia's politicians are really on?



  

“Parex to a great extent symbolizes the corruption related 
ills we have in Latvia” - Transparency International

  



  

“in the top of the bank there are more than few 
high ranking KGB persons” - Parex officer

● Parex oligarch Valery Kargin received the first foreign exchange license in the Soviet Union in 
the late 1980's and became rich instantly

● Recordings of his negotiations with the Latvian general prosecutor have been published

● 80% of Parex deposits were from rep offices in former Soviet countries, accounts were mostly 
held by shell companies, Russian and Ukrainian police often raided rep offices

● Thanks to efforts by Spanish authorities, we know something of the origins of the Putin Regime

● The Tambovskaya Mafia of St Petersburg took control of the Russian government while the wife 
of one of the top bosses ran the Parex office in Berlin

● Several witnesses against Tambovskaya have been assassinated including Litvinenko

● Parex was banned from the American Chamber of Commerce and Kargin was banned from the 
US Embassy

● US Embassy cables on Wikileaks confirm that the US was aware that Parex was a money 
launderer

● Parex was the largest Latvian Proxy Network bank and other notorious banks (AB.LV, Trasta 
Komercbanka, etc.) are in some ways spin-offs from Parex



  



  

Parex goes legit?

● In 2002, Parex recruited me as Head of International 
Relationships to spread the news that Parex was transparent and 
lawful

● Parex, rumors aside, seemed ok
● EY signed off on the annual reports
● Moodys and Fitch made annual visits and gave Parex 

respectable ratings
● Parex paid for an anti-money-laundering audit from Deloitte, and 

passed successfully
● My typical meetings with Western banks would begin with the 

Western bankers telling me they heard rumors that we were the 
Russian Mafia

● I would assure them that we had proper corporate governance 
and AML controls



  

Auditor email to me, “As this letter is of a sensitive nature 
we have destroyed it and taken no copies”



  

● The Westerners working for the bank, including me and some Washington 
lobbyists, turned out to be just a front

● Clean AML audit by Deloitte.  However, staff said our main activity was 
money laundering.

● I attended ratings agency meetings in 2004.  Parex managers admitted to 
material frauds and the agencies ignored the information.

● A manager admitted the credit committee approved a huge dangerous 
exposure to a Russian fugitive because he was Kargin's friend and falsified 
disclosures to hide it.

● A manager admitted that we used interest rate swaps to increase our 
interest rate risk even though our annual report said we were doing the 
opposite.

● I discovered the bank didn't really have any capital because of huge 
undisclosed loans to related parties.  The size of the fraud threatened the 
national economy.

● I provided the information anonymously to EY Latvia and later openly to EY 
London.  They ignored it and continued signing fake audit opinions.

● I gave the information to the Latvian general prosecutor and several 
government departments.  They all ignored it.

● Parex colleagues warned I will be murdered, so I left my Latvian home, that 
was in 2005 and I'm still in exile now.

● I gave the information to regulators in the UK, Sweden, Germany, 
Switzerland who also all ignored it.



  

Department of Justice
Office of Public Affairs
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

Thursday, April 1, 2010

Daimler AG and Three Subsidiaries Resolve Foreign Corrupt Practices Act Investigation and Agree 
to Pay $93.6 Million in Criminal Penalties

Combined Criminal and Civil Penalties of $185 Million to be Paid



  

Will Brussels please wake up?

● The only government interested in my whistleblowing was the United States
● The FBI interviewed me several times, in person and by email, beginning in 2007
● The first action they took was in 2010 when the U.S. Department of Justice settled with 

Daimler for, among other things, paying bribes through Parex to Riga City Council
● The second action they took was blacklisting Parex's secret subsidiary bank in Belarus
● The U.S. handed the Daimler case to Latvian officials who did nothing except wait for 

the statute of limitations to expire
● Even though the perpetrators weren't punished, I was happy to finally have tangible 

evidence that I was really a whistleblower.
● One of the material frauds from my whistleblowing tied in with the Daimler case.  It can 

be easily confirmed using publicly available documents, however Latvian officials and 
EY are still pretending they don't know about it.

● US v Daimler exposed the core problem in Latvia.  The reason why the big corrupts 
never get prosecuted isn't because they are so clever and prosecutors can't prove 
anything.  It is because the prosecutors are purposefully letting them get away.



  



  

Bailout

● At the end of 2008, the bank that reported continuous profits for 10 years, signed off by Kargin and 
EY, suddenly received a huge loan from the government

● The government bought the bank, which supposedly had equity worth hundreds of millions of 
euros, for a penny

● Thus began a disinformation campaign by the Latvian government, the EBRD, and Eurostat that 
still continues today

● The government announced that the bailout loan, which reached approximately 2 bln euros or a 
quarter of the government's budget, would be paid back and was earning interest

● According to the media, Parex used the loan mainly to fund the withdrawal of deposits which were 
redeposited at AB.LV Bank

● Parex funded withdrawals without liquidating its assets and the public still had no clue about the 
value of the assets

● The EBRD announced a thorough due diligence however refused to respond when I offered my 
whistleblowing fraud list

● Then the EBRD announced that it would invest approximately 100 mln euros to gain an equity 
stake because Parex had “vitality”

● Simultaneously Latvia borrowed from the IMF, World Bank, and EU to replace the budget funds 
that had been transferred to Parex

● I was left wondering, did the EBRD just throw away 100 mln?  How was it possible that they did 
due diligence and didn't discover that Parex was a fraud? 



  

Good Bank Bad Bank
● In 2010, the government announced that Parex would be split into a good bank and bad bank, 

and that approximately half of the assets were bad

● Some of the assets with the biggest losses were the same ones from my 2004 whistleblowing

● Plus there were new ones I didn't know about.  For example, a loan of approximately 100 mln 
euros to one of Vladimir Putin's friends in Russia.  The loan had no collateral and the borrower 
refused to pay it back.  This transaction should have been booked as an expense as soon as 
the money was transferred.

● One implication was that the 10 years of profits on the financial statements wasn't real.  
Embezzlement and payoff expenses were being booked as loans.

● Another implication was that the equity was worthless:  the EBRD lost its entire 100 mln.

● However, also in 2010, a dissident website leaked a Nomura report.  The EBRD had a secret 
option to sell Parex shares back to the government!

● Thus began my struggle to get the truth into the media.  I contacted over 100 journalists, 
however few published articles contradicting official press releases from Latvia and the EBRD.

● Mostly shut out by the media, I wrote and narrated Youtube videos explaining the fraud and 
had a student assistant email the links to thousands of people, including especially EBRD and 
Eurostat staff.

● Fighting me was the fraud signer Prime Minister Dombrovskis, he was on a speaking tour 
convincing international audiences that he was a hero and “Sweden” caused the Crisis



  



  

Dombrovskis tells lies while Media sleeps

● While Dombrovskis was busy winning the 2014 election in Latvia on a campaign of lies, I finally 
found someone in government who wanted to expose the fraud

● Pieter Omtzigt, a member of parliament in the Netherlands, came across my information when 
studying the Magnitsky case

● He wrote a letter to Eurostat demanding that Latvia restate its financial statements from 2009 to 
correct for the fake Parex sale, the letter is on the LawlessLatvia.com website

● Eurostat replied that the EBRD told them about the fraud in the beginning and they approved it
● The opposition party in Latvia which just lost the election demanded an explanation from 

Dombrovskis' party
● Finally, Dombrovskis' party announced that the taxpayers were obligated to buy back the worthless 

Parex shares from the EBRD at the end of 2014
● Effectively, the government admitted that its accounts have been false ever since 2009 and that it 

issued bonds, entered the Eurozone, and won the election fraudulently
● But, the media didn't pick up the story.  The few newspapers that mentioned the reversal of the 

Parex privatization treated it like a normal and unimportant transaction.
● The corrupt government of an impoverished country falsified its accounts in cooperation with the 

EBRD and Eurostat for the purpose of transferring a quarter of the national budget to an offshore 
bank owned by a notorious oligarch and the media had no reaction



  

Reuters: “Latvia police in Swedish banks probe,” 
Who really took the money?

?



  

Now in 2015, thanks to EBRD and Eurostat 
disinformation:

● Latvia's offshore banks are thriving, recently caught looting about 15 banks in Ukraine, 3 banks 
in Moldova, and 3 banks in Russia with nobody prosecuted

● A whistleblower from Lithuania told me the EBRD is still organizing more frauds, this time to 
hide losses at Ukio Bank from voters, taxpayers, and creditors

● Valdis Dombrovskis has been elevated from Prime Minister of Latvia to Vice President of the 
European Commission responsible for the integrity of the euro

● Bank of Latvia Governor Ilmars Rimsevics, who helped Dombrovskis organize the cover-up, has 
become a member of the council of the European Central Bank

● Latvia's national debt doubled from the bailout, while up to 20% of the population fled, yet for 
some reason the ratings agencies upgraded Latvia

● Many Latvian voters honestly believe that Sweden stole their money

● Oligarch Kargin lives happily in his palace by the seaside, apparently still in complete control of 
the government

● I am still in exile and receiving threats while ignored by mainstream media



  

Call to Action

● Please anyone with authority to confront the EBRD do so

● Ask them why they are protecting a notorious oligarch and his cronies 
at taxpayer expense

● Ask them if their other “investments” over the years have also been 
fake

● Ask them why they are doing the exact opposite of what they claim to 
be doing on their website

● When they tell you “John is crazy” then insist on a response to the 
specific accusation instead of name-calling as they have been doing 
so far

● It is possible for us to shut down the Latvian Proxy Network if we can 
convince someone from the EBRD, or Eurostat, to confess that the 
Parex bailout was indeed a cover-up to fool voters, creditors, and 
taxpayers.



  

For more information:

● LawlessLatvia on Facebook and Twitter

● LatviavEBRD videos on Youtube

● Lettonia video by Mauro Caterina on Youtube

● 925.nl articles by Arno Wellens

● www.Graham-Stack.com

Thank you!

John Christmas
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